Now, you be the main character and write a new Kwangwoon Story for yourself.

In the interactive eyes, not one-sided

Dear Kwangwoon students,
To all of you, the most brilliant.

Make each moment in which you meet each other in the eyes to recognize diversity, not unilateral thought insisting on a fixed idea.

Next to You, Next to KW?
Kwangwoon University will stand by you always.
Who is beside us during our lifetime? First, you will find your family and later friends around as you attend grade, middle and high school. However, those are people you get to know naturally, not by your own will. But, college is different. It’s the first area you choose by yourself and have relationship. Kwangwoon University wants to be your very first destiny just beside you.

And even brighter tomorrow. During your young days starting with infinite possibilities, Kwangwoon University will be there always just beside you.
University soaring into the world and growing together with community
Glocal Multi-University, Kwangwoon University!

My dear applicants to our university
I am Jisang Yoo, the 10th president of Kwangwoon University.

As you may well know, the infinite competition in our society is getting more serious as the 4th industrial revolution is approaching. Therefore, universities in the center of education are confronting tough mission of the era, breeding up new talents. We are proud that Kwangwoon University with 84-year history has been playing a faithful role as the base of human resources development even through the sadness of losing national sovereignty and dark cloud of cold war.

We, Kwangwoon University, should turn into so called “Glocal multi-university” wanted by community, society and everyone around by assuming role of major university as we lead the 4th industrial revolution age based on our advantages. This is ultimately core factor for national prosperity and at the same time our responsibility as a warm education community taking care of low part of society, I think. In this regard, I promise you as president of Kwangwoon University.

First, I will show you a great leap of Kwangwoon University. As mentioned earlier, we have been leading the development of information telecommunication and electronics industry in Korea over the past 80 years since establishment. And talents of Kwangwoon University developed up to now have been answering heavy calls of the age defined as modernization and industrialization. Numerous anecdotes of alumni of Kwangwoon demonstrates it very well. Based on them, we Kwangwoon University will newly have a great leap. We will be a prestigious university pioneering the 4th industrial revolution both nominally and virtually.

I am expressing this leaping strategy of Kwangwoon University with words as “Glocal multi-university.” Now, Kwangwoon University will drive the global strategy and community-focused development strategy at the same time. In addition, we will forge the concept of “multi” which all of us want. Throughout the tasks such as rearrangement of competency education system, realization of new concept welfare services, construction of efficient industry-academy cooperation system and formation of safe and cozy campus, I will show you real identity of “Glocal multi-university” at this coming 4th industrial revolution age.

Next, I will show you Kwangwoon University which communicates with each other. I will make my efforts so that all members and university will sail toward one target as we communicate and remain strongly united. And I will provide moral motivation so that active participation by members could achieve goals higher than expected. If all our members communicate and stay in harmony, we Kwangwoon University will be able to meet demands of society including not only education but also research, industry-academy cooperation, lifelong education, contribution to local community.

All our university members will gather our strength for the great leap of Kwangwoon for the future. I also sincerely promise that Kwangwoon University will be reborn as the one to communicate, expand to multi-university, leap into the world, grow together with community and lead the 4th industrial revolution age.

Let me show you, future Kwangwoon men, the even more developed appearance of Kwangwoon University. And I hope to share this bright future of Kwangwoon University with all of you. Thank you.

February 2018
Jisang Yoo
The 10th president of Kwangwoon University
You beside me, Me beside you
United as one by the name of Kwangwoon
We proceed toward the higher place.

- Employment program customized for each student
- IPP Work Study Parallel System
- Student-initiated business (MEC) and structuring support system for startup practical business affairs
- Samsung Electronics Customized Human Resources Development Program STP
- LG Electronics Employment Agreement Type Program
- Agreement with 500 plus corporations for Industry-University cooperation
- 40% lectures are taught in English
- Distinguished students exchange
- Global Challenger Project

Next to Me
Next to You
Next to the JOB
Where there is “tomorrow” to make “my work,”
Will be realized by customized employment education.

IPP Long term field practice
- System under which students practice at company site for a semester(4 to 6 months) related with their major during school year
- A new Industry-University cooperation that can mitigate mismatching between college curriculum course and corporate task

College Curriculum + Corporate Task = IPP (Industry Professional Practice)

Qualification of participants
- Target students: Junior-Senior enrolled students(except students out of school)
- Target departments: Whole departments(daytime)

Favor for participating students
- Credit awarded through practical(15 credits for 4 months, Max. 12 credits for major)
- Tuition can be earned through government subsidy IPP Long term field practice and corporate practice benefit
- IPP seasonal semester tuition is completely supported
- Clearing selection of future career by field experience
- Strengthening employment capacity based on business practice

"Korean-style apprentice system" wherein systematic field training is done led by corporation
- A new education/training system in which qualification or degree is given through state evaluation at the time of education completion after both OFF-JT at college and OJT at field are performed for the student labors selected by corporations
- OFF-JT and OJT programs are composed of study contents that fit corporate demand utilizing NCST
  *NCST: Abbreviation of National Competency Standards. Competencies(knowledge, technology, attitude) systemized by industry areas and levels that is required for performing business at the industry field

Qualification of participants
- Enrolled senior students(except students out of school): Starts at 1st semester (OFF-JT)

Support details
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Education subsidy</th>
<th>Credit award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF-JT (1st semester of senior students)</td>
<td>Max. 3 million Korean Won</td>
<td>12 credits + Seasonal semester credits (8 credits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJT (2nd semester of senior students)</td>
<td>0,333,000 KRW ~ 0,460,000 KRW</td>
<td>10 credits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Education subsidy and credit can be changed according to curriculum operation process

Breeding up business-friendly manpower equipped with practical problemsolving competence
- Diverse job-finding trainings are given based on the program system of “Searching career --- Enhancing Job Competence --- Deepening Job-Finding Capability and Employment Training”

Employment Program Guide
- Continuous Operation
  Recommending good human resources to businesses / Consultancy by professor in charge of employment / Operating Employment Success Package / Maintaining Job Cafe / Operating Business Recruiting

STP Program - Samsung Electronics Customized Human Resources Development Program
- Develops human resources connecting industry, college, and research institute by the sponsorship of 100 million Won from Samsung Electronics every year
- Students who complete this program are respected during internship application for Samsung Electronics, and 5 students selected separately of those who finishes internship and admitted to the company will get scholarship
- SST(Samsung SW Track-Specialist course), one of the SW manpower development programs, also provides 100 million Won as operation fund and nurtures SW related majoring students to specialists

STP Program - Samsung Electronics Customized Human Resources Development Program
- LG Electronics Employment Agreement Type Program
  - LG Electronics-Kwangwoon University Employment Agreement Type Program, which started in 2012 for the first time, is the only one of its kinds among Korean universities
  - Internship program is run during winter vacation for 20~30 undergraduate junior and graduate students of electronics & communication engineering college who are selected as candidate employees(Among these, more than 10 students are actually employed by LG Electronics)

Agreement with 500 plus corporations for Industry-University cooperation
- Based on the agreement with 500 plus corporations, Solving problems at industry field and providing technical guidance, Sharing experiment-practice equipments, Developing and supplying high quality R&D manpower, Building business-university cooperation system that practically pushes through together advancing research about future technology sections
Reason of participation & Lessons
IPP is a program helping students to become members of society and does not require any conditions for participation. Therefore, even someone who were little bit behind at school achievement can get an opportunity to grow through IPP.

I can assure since I was one of such a students who were little bit behind.

And through this program, I got to know that I cannot catch up if I feel complacent by my own standard. The program helped me realize that I need to live every moment with my best efforts being conscious of others who maintain far higher standard than me.

Resolution as a novice at society
I am working for TechVille, a company developing railroad signal system , where I took my internship through IPP. As a novice at society, I am thinking and making my efforts everyday so that I can make a better person tomorrow. It helps me to reflect on myself if I was not perfect today and drives me to go ahead for tomorrow.

I dream to be a person in the future to afford to give helping hands to others.
Next to Start-up
We will be the most reliable partner for you who are opening your own future.

SNK-Startup Station Opens
• SNK-Startup Station means that colleges, as they proactively impact communities, can vitalize establishment of startups and local economy since the word was created out of English initials of Seoul, Nowon-gu and Kwangwoon University.
• Its goal is to devote to growth and development of local economy by providing hardware infrastructure necessary for community people, college students and young entrepreneurs interested in starting business, contributing to solving problems of community and constructing ventures ecology through information sharing and cooperation, and growing sustainable start-ups step by step.

Building local new business hub

Participation by local community and promotion of harmony through cooperation between Nowon-gu office and University
Vitalization of venture culture and economy
Utilization of local economy and leading power for community development through solving local problems
Cooperation between communities

New convergence technology training and startup camp (Co-organized by Kwangwoon University and Chonbuk National University): twice a year
A camp comprising students from nine universities nationwide (Kongju National University, Gwangju University, Dongshin University, Mokpo National University, Soonchunhyang University, Chungnam National University, Chonbuk National University, Jeju National University, Chungbuk National University).
New convergence technology training (certificate available) and competition is included.

• Co-organization: Chonbuk National University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Kwangwoon University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Center for Creative Economy and Innovation, CAMTIC Advanced Mechatronics Technology Institute, Korea Electronics Technology Institute, Chonbuk Technopark
• Main Programs
  Intensive Classes for new convergence technology / Special lecture by startup CEO and on entrepreneurial spirit / Startup idea activity by teams and mentoring / Startup idea competition

Supporting startup training in Silicon Valley for startup clubs
Short-term training at US Silicon Valley is supported (2 times a year) for the selected team for the purpose of nurturing creative/convergence engineering talent needed by changing society and industry and of growing engineers with global knowledge and task competence through global education system.

1st Stage
Recruiting and selecting startup club: May~April

2nd Stage
Creative research (Supporting startup activities): September~December

3rd Stage
New convergence technology and startup training camp / Startup idea competition (Co-organization: Kwangwoon University, Kongju National University, Chonbuk National University): December

4th Stage
Short-term training on global technology startup / Entrepreneurship Camp in San Jose State University: Summer, Winter

• Place: San Jose, California, USA (San Jose State University and Silicon Valley Area)
• Main programs
  Participation in Startup Camp of San Jose State University (Certificate of participation awarded) / Observation trip to leading ventures of Silicon Valley / San Francisco cultural experience
• Startup training duration: 15 days (summer/winter vacation)

Student-initiated startup
(MEC: MY Engineering Company)
• “My Engineering World,” the Tech-Biz symbiotic development type industrial ecology, provides diverse startup education and supports students so that they can personally establish companies, operate them and experience practical business.
• MEC is operated every year, and not only engineering majors but also non-engineering majors and students from other universities can organize a team for varied startup education.
• Support
  Providing space for startup / Mentoring matching with expert from business/alumni company, family company, etc. / Support for short-term training in Silicon Valley / Support for startup experimental product, meeting, expert advice, etc.

Main Programs
Intensive Classes for new convergence technology / Special lecture by startup CEO and on entrepreneurial spirit / Startup idea activity by teams and mentoring / Startup idea competition

• Co-organization: Chonbuk National University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Kwangwoon University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Center for Creative Economy and Innovation, CAMTIC Advanced Mechatronics Technology Institute, Korea Electronics Technology Institute, Chonbuk Technopark
• Main Programs
  Intensive Classes for new convergence technology / Special lecture by startup CEO and on entrepreneurial spirit / Startup idea activity by teams and mentoring / Startup idea competition

New convergence technology training and startup camp (Co-organized by Kwangwoon University and Chonbuk National University): twice a year
A camp comprising students from nine universities nationwide (Kongju National University, Gwangju University, Dongshin University, Mokpo National University, Soonchunhyang University, Chungnam National University, Chonbuk National University, Jeju National University, Chungbuk National University).
New convergence technology training (certificate available) and competition is included.

• Co-organization: Chonbuk National University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Kwangwoon University Innovation Center for Engineering Education, Center for Creative Economy and Innovation, CAMTIC Advanced Mechatronics Technology Institute, Korea Electronics Technology Institute, Chonbuk Technopark
• Main Programs
  Intensive Classes for new convergence technology / Special lecture by startup CEO and on entrepreneurial spirit / Startup idea activity by teams and mentoring / Startup idea competition

Supporting startup training in Silicon Valley for startup clubs
Short-term training at US Silicon Valley is supported (2 times a year) for the selected team for the purpose of nurturing creative/convergence engineering talent needed by changing society and industry and of growing engineers with global knowledge and task competence through global education system.

1st Stage
Recruiting and selecting startup club: May~April

2nd Stage
Creative research (Supporting startup activities): September~December

3rd Stage
New convergence technology and startup training camp / Startup idea competition (Co-organization: Kwangwoon University, Kongju National University, Chonbuk National University): December

4th Stage
Short-term training on global technology startup / Entrepreneurship Camp in San Jose State University: Summer, Winter

• Place: San Jose, California, USA (San Jose State University and Silicon Valley Area)
• Main programs
  Participation in Startup Camp of San Jose State University (Certificate of participation awarded) / Observation trip to leading ventures of Silicon Valley / San Francisco cultural experience
• Startup training duration: 15 days (summer/winter vacation)

SNK-Station & Student-initiated company MEC
1. Since my middle and high school days, I have dreamt of creating a startup. At college, I received various startup training and got to know MEC of Innovation Center for Engineering Education. By that time, I began to set my stepping stone for startup while I maintained my study. The advantage of MEC as the student-initiated company is that it provides opportunity for students with good ideas only, who do not have knowledge for startup, to dive into venture business.

I attempted health trainer-trainee matching service as an off-line test at Bucheon, Kyunggi province during my MEC 5th band period. However, regretfully, this idea could not grow and the team collapsed. But believing that a failure in venture is another precious experience, I am doing a new challenge based on the experience.

Today, we MEC 6th band organized a new team and structuring ‘Food catering service for foreigners’.

2. “Charang” is a student-initiated startup building secondary automobile accident prevention safety system. Mission of our venture is to reduce secondary accidents by swift and accurate accident handling through installing next generation warning triangle and transmission of accident spot information. Patent application was already completed and continuous improvement by mock-up manufacturing is being done. We plan mass production during March this year after correction of design and configuration through crowd funding and government-sponsored project.

We would like to control risk of secondary accident and safety ignorance, with our product goal is to prevent secondary accidents which are 6 times more fatal than normal accidents as I mentioned earlier. Besides, our high priority goal is to enable more customers to meet our product at main page of portal sites as Naver and Daum.

1. How I got to join MEC
2. Description of startup and business item
3. Future goal to achieve

3. We have made a lot of efforts to strengthen company intentionally doing different activities such as startup program, app developing club, venture club and service developing project. Fortunately, I could meet capable engineers and designers during app developing class to begin current startup activities. Now, I am engaged in food catering service for foreign tourists. But goal of me and team members is to create contents making the world more convenient inspired by current activities.

Q
1. Since my middle and high school days, I have dreamt of creating a startup. At college, I received various startup training and got to know MEC of Innovation Center for Engineering Education. By that time, I began to set my stepping stone for startup while I maintained my study. The advantage of MEC as the student-initiated company is that it provides opportunity for students with good ideas only, who do not have knowledge for startup, to dive into venture business.

I attempted health trainer-trainee matching service as an off-line test at Bucheon, Kyunggi province during my MEC 5th band period. However, regretfully, this idea could not grow and the team collapsed. But believing that a failure in venture is another precious experience, I am doing a new challenge based on the experience.

Today, we MEC 6th band organized a new team and structuring ‘Food catering service for foreigners’.

5. Do you know the animation “One Piece”? Like the main character Luffy, who collects good crew to empower the pirates. I have made a lot of efforts to strengthen company intentionally doing different activities such as startup program, app developing club, venture club and service developing project. Fortunately, I could meet capable engineers and designers during app developing class to begin current startup activities. Now, I am engaged in food catering service for foreign tourists. But goal of me and team members is to create contents making the world more convenient inspired by current activities.
Global Education

40% lectures in English
• Setting global capacity as the indispensable competence of human resources necessary for future society, education ratio for that purpose has been increased
- Lecture in English done at around 40% of major subjects
- 2nd foreign language is a prerequisite in 3 departments including International Commerce Dept.
- Intensive English program during Winter and Summer as well as English Clinic.

Differential student exchange
• Helps students to grow as responsible world citizens understanding cultural diversity through various programs for study and volunteer services
- Exchange of students and teachers with 2 consortiums and 120 schools from 24 countries
- Global internship program together with affiliated universities of the world including Australia and China
- Various programs for student exchange, study and volunteer services with universities abroad

Global Challenger Project
• Program wherein students with different majors constitute a team, conduct research of foreign society, culture, system, technology and business through overseas field study as well as pursue startup or approaching foreign market
• Currently operated as a non-subject program targeting to nurture students' global competence, creativity and challenge spirit
- Enhancing talent and global mind through proactive planning and participation
- Raising job adapting ability and implementing capacity prepared for future employment and entry into society
- Enhancing flexible study competence, global manner and understanding of cultures
- Enforcement of ability as global manpower required by industry and society

Korean Language & Culture Education Center

• Educate foreigners so that they can get not only linguistic knowledge and command of practical and creative Korean language capability but also diverse strategies for communication at variable situation.
• Nurtures cultural capacity as well as language competence by providing activities that combine various cultural contents with language classes
• Authentic education of Korean language in the Korean culture context ranging from traditional to modern
- 4 semesters a year (Spring, Fall-10 weeks, Summer, Winter-8 weeks)
- 6-days per week, total 200 class hours per semester
- Enables foreigners to be equipped with creative Korean language competence performing diverse activities everyday in real situations
- Foreign students can experience Korean culture such as Taekwondo, Samulnori, K-POP and dance throughout semester

• Class hour table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Class hours</th>
<th>Contents of Lessons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring/Fall Semester (10 weeks)</td>
<td>9:00~13:00</td>
<td>Integrated education covering speaking, listening, reading and writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Actual exercise of related vocabulary and grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Diverse activities for practical use of learned contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Systematic pronunciation training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer/Winter Semester (8 weeks)</td>
<td>9:00~15:00</td>
<td>Integrated education covering speaking, listening, reading and writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Actual exercise of related vocabulary and grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Diverse activities for practical use of learned contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Systematic pronunciation training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brief Interview

Na Whan (Senior, Business administration, Chinese student)

I learned Korean language at Korean Language and Culture Education Center of Kwangwoon University and transferred to the junior year of Business Administration department. I was much interested in Korean culture, lifestyle and food environment before I came to Korea. Particularly, I wondered about college students' life. So, feeling like understanding Korean culture deeper as I live in Korea and personally experiencing college education, I came to Korea.

I chose Kwangwoon University by recommendation from my Chinese friends who are already at the university. I found Korean teachers very interesting and kind as I meet them here. I could also experience Korean traditional culture vividly through abundant culture classes. After I joined Department of Business Administration, professors paid attention to me and helped me a lot so I can catch up with the lessons.

And Korean friends are broad-minded and got along with foreign students well. So, I could get their assistance to make my way to perform difficult tasks and join department's events.

Soon I am graduating. I deeply appreciate teachers' lessons during my stay in Korea and will remember Kwangwoon friends' care and assistance. I wish future Kwangwoon students fruitful college life here and live passionately without any regret pursuing their dreams. After graduation I will return to Chongqing China and get a job at a Korean firm. Please give cheers to my small dream. I wish wholeheartedly your dreams will also come true. Thank you.

“Cheers all Kwangwoon students’ dreams”
Park Ji Hyeon (Junior, Public Administration, Team head) Education is the first step of social development and library is a foothold of lifetime education out of school. Through Kwangwoon Global Challenger, I saw the attitude of Americans and Koreans toward libraries and found the real value of library that I was not ware of up to that time. I could take a glance at the direction to which Korean cultural and educational policies should proceed. As a future policy-maker, I would like to take advantage of the valuable experience and knowledge I acquired at this opportunity.

Kim Joo Seong (Senior, Public Administration) Libraries at USA were designed to satisfy users exactly thanks to their shared information and infrastructure built in alliance. Without 2017 Kwangwoon Global Challenger, personally seeing liberal administrative environment and coalition spirit for common good of USA, an advanced country regarding administration would have not happened. I feel my dream of an administration scientist got clearer now.

Kim Se Whan (Senior, Public Administration) Global Challenger participation made me realize the importance of self-confidence that I can do something and became team members. It was a new challenge for the team to plan, implement and finalize everything from the beginning to the end by itself. Global Challenger was a good motive which gave me learning that we can tackle even hard tasks well together than alone and inspired me with self-confidence for my effort toward my future dream.

Kwan Mee Yee (Senior, Korean Language and Literature, Chinese) I think I could accumulate more abundant experiences during my study in Korea since I joined Global Challenger. I got to know viewpoint of Koreans about China after I came to Korea. Now, I wanted to see Korea out of the country as I major in Korean language and literature. Thanks to my three companions who accompanied me to USA, I could understand history, custom and difference in way of thinking as well as society and culture of USA. It was a valuable experience.

At library
I learned advanced library culture.
Kim Se Min (Senior, Business Administration, Team head)  
Some I had prepared zealously was achieved as planned, and the others not. However, I have neither regret nor sadness. Still, I just hope other students know that there is such a nice opportunity and they get this favor. Can there be any better program than this for college students to experience? I wish Global Challenger thrives longer and enhanced so that everyone gets this opportunity and ends up getting good results.

Min Sang Yoon (Sophomore, Business Administration)  
I wonder if there can be any other chance to go for "field study," not an overseas trip during college days if it had not been for this opportunity. As this is quite a big project for students, I wish more students join through more active promotion. It was really a good time and will remain a good memory.

Baek Dong Hee (Junior, Robotics)  
I feel so grateful because I could get to know Japanese culture personally and visit the Cat Island for 3 nights which I cannot experience in Korea thanks to the nice contest called Global Challenger. The intent of Global Challenger to benchmark good overseas culture to fit Korean situation and further solve domestic problems helped us to broaden our vision.

Yook Seung Pyo (Junior, Robotics)  
As I was in charge of interpretation in my team, I took care of interpretation and communication with the local government of Japan. Through these activities, I could identify my position and capacity to proceed further. I wish Global Challenger program that helps students have new experience gets more invigorated so that many students can experience.

*Above manuscripts were extracted from students’ writings.

Go! Kwangwoon  
Till the day when all Kwangwoon students become global challengers

Team name: NHK / Visited country: Japan / Subject: Saving domestic abandoned animals and developing local tourism products through benchmarking ‘Cat Island’ of Japan
Where there is dream, there is KwangWoon University. Expand your dream as you like toward future. Kwangwoon University will be beside you.
Dormitory with cozy environment, diverse facilities and still inexpensive fee are hopeful features of dormitory for all students. Kwangwoon University is fulfilling such expectation by opening a public dormitory. Here is the details of the public dormitory Bitsolje that is playing its role as the ‘happy dormitory supporting students’ dream.

Public dormitory Bitsolje launched last year is a result of "Happy public dormitory" construction project. Built with lower interest rate sponsored by public fund from the Korea Foundation for the Promotion of Private and Public School (President : Kim Hye Cheon), it was completed for improving dwelling environment and alleviation of residence burden for college students. In addition, in order to accommodate expanded demand of dormitory from students, it is provided at 240,000 Won a month which is lower than average monthly rent in national capital region.

The dormitory can accommodate 491 rooms for 977 students with total building floor area of 19,921.7, 3 story basements and 7 story ground floors. As convenient facilities, physical training room, laundry room, convenience store, etc are prepared, Privacy administration and entrance control system is also equipped for the security of students. Also, students can expect to live in a comfortable atmosphere thanks to energy-saving and environment-friendly design to which "best class green building certification" was awarded.

Public dormitory Bitsolje aims for a "happy dormitory" where all student residents are happy like the dormitory name as they learn how to live together, care for and give way to each other. And the dormitory is making various efforts to enhance the daily capability of dormitory students by providing stable study environment. We hope public dormitory Bitsolje of Kwangwoon University will be a real happy dormitory for all students as the place with light and rest as indicated by the name.
Facility is actually completed when users are satisfied. Thus, we contained what Kwangwoon students who are living in public dormitory Bitsolje say at this issue of NEXT. Now, let’s hear what the merit of public dormitory Bitsolje and Kwangwoon University is.

**Merit of public dormitory Bitsolje**

Ko Hyeon Ah Ever since I joined dormitory at the 2nd semester of 2017, I am living there up to now. My heart fluttered as I heard a dormitory will be constructed. And as I entered it as the first resident, I felt great. First of all, I particularly liked that I don’t need to spend additionally because it is equipped with cooking room, laundry room, fitness room and all other amenities though dormitory fee is cheaper than in other universities. Even inside the room, there are a stand and a cheval glass. The best point is that we can study in the reading room of dormitory freely without disturbing roommates when we cannot secure seats at school library or when the roommate is sleeping.

Chae Dong Kuk As I enter dormitory and dwell there, I find nothing inconvenient because the dormitory is new and clean with convenience store, common cooking room, laundry room, physical training room, parcel room, etc. We can also use seminar room of dormitory for study or group activities. Particularly, public dormitory Bitsolje is very near to Kwangwoon University and therefore, students do not need to use any other transportation, as it is located within 5 minute distance on foot. We like it very much.

**Advantage of our university Kwangwoon**

Chae Dong Kuk When I entered university my professor assigned for me gave me consultancy about lessons and career direction, etc. As I requested individual consulting, he would respond kindly and did not spare useful advice. It was of great help to me. And, with various programs as student exchange, startup, employment, foreign language study, 3D printer, etc, we can find a lot of opportunities wherein we can challenge and learn at interested areas.

Ko Hyeon Ah What I regard as advantage of Kwangwoon University is ‘infinite possibility of development’. Usually when we choose a college, we make most of its current status not the future, but in fact the more important aspect is whether it will stay as we are or get farther. In this respect, Kwangwoon University's future is hopeful. Development of infrastructure as long term construction of underground campus or dormitory is one factor, and the other is to provide a better input attempting to converge different departments including non-major related one following the trend of the world.
What is the Software Convergence College composed of?
Software Convergence College is composed of Software Department wherein students major in core software technology, Computer Information Engineering Department wherein students major in ICT area and Software Convergence Engineering and Information Convergence Department wherein students major in humanities & society and software convergence. And each department comprises two majors each. Namely, Software Department students major in System Software or Applied Software while Computer Information Engineering Department students major in Computer Engineering or Information Engineering. And Information Convergence Department students major in Data Science or Contents Technology. We organized an utmost balanced structure to catch up with the newest trend of science development and software based convergence technology which will be the core of the 4th Industrial Revolution.

What kinds of benefit can students enjoy?
The best education benefit that Software Convergence College students of Kwangwoon University is professional education of Korea’s highest quality. Concretely speaking, we can pay attention to the best quality faculty in Korea, education infrastructure such as the dedicated building(Saebit building) and high-end practice equipments, advanced curriculum including intensified on-campus education, supporting industry-college affiliated project budget in alliance with Korean and overseas top companies, training and internship expense support in foreign top universities and companies, diverse education by experts free of charge, systematic startup training and support, participation in joint program with Korean and foreign top universities at software field and scholarship for more than 100 students in addition to existing scholarship. These differentiated education benefit is subsidized by SW Centered University Project(by Ministry of Science and ICT) at the volume of 3.1 billion Won per year. This support is the fundamental for our university to be acknowledged as the best software education organization in Korea together with other 20 SW centered universities.

Please talk about the concept of ideal student and future plan
We will uprear the first class SW development core talents equipped with excellent practical business capabilities through the best professional education. The SW development core talent means a SW convergence talent who can suggest a creative paradigm in diverse SW based convergence areas and implement high value added application services. Based on this innovative SW design ideas, we are presenting a success model of youth startup and breeding up global business leaders who are playing all over the world. Kwangwoon University is also upgrading from 80 years’ tradition of hardware centered ICT specialized university since its establishment to a pioneering university leading SW centered convergence technology ahead of the new era called the 4th Industrial Revolution. Now we will make a rule that SW equals KW. And in the wave of the change, we will do our best for our Software Convergence College to take the key role.
For two days from September 25 (Mon) to 26 (Tue), the 6th Kwangwoon Engineering Festival (KWEF) organized by Innovation Center of Engineering Education was held in great success participated by around 700 engineering students at the 3rd floor of Bima Building and the 2nd floor of 80th Anniversary Hall. Now, let us take a journey into the spot of the festival where students unleashed their dream of creativity and convergence full of pride and self-confidence.

Unleash the dream of Creativity and Convergence

On the spot of Kwangwoon Engineering Festival (KWEF)

Kwangwoon Engineering Festival
Kwangwoon Engineering Festival (KWEF), organized by Innovation Center of Engineering Education, Kwangwoon University is the largest engineering festival prepared to achieve sharing and communication among engineering related students. Its purpose is to expand more creative activity range through exchange with engineering related students inside and from other universities as well as PR. It is held annually and the 7th event will be held this year between the end of September and the early October.
True light with Robot We will lighten future!

Hi! I am Chang Young Joon, head of Robot gaming unit Robit 12.
Robit is the first Robot sports gaming unit in Korea and it was established on November 1, 2006 based on the meaning of ‘True Light’, the education philosophy of Kwangwoon University. As of now, around active 30 members are divided into software and hardware part. Robit is contributing to have Kwangwoon University famous based on the good records at various robot related competition in Korea and foreign countries.

The strongest driving force for Robit is “Communication”.
The reason why Robit is making a good achievement inside and outside of Korea is that we do communicate. Robit arranges the week’s task based on the weekly meeting with professor Kim Jin Oh, academic advisor in charge.
In addition, we communicate with alumni members to further develop technology.
We think we can develop continuously over 10 years history because there are professors, seniors and current members who make efforts together and communicate in harmony.

It’s more precious owning to “friendship”.
There were numerous competitions. Among them, “R-BIZ Challenge Turtlebot Auto Race” was most impressive to me. My team members including me had prepared for the competition day and night for three months, determined to bring award record to Park Chan Shik (Junior, Robotics), who was supposed to join army after the event. Regretfully, we were in the 3rd place. However, we could confirm our friendship more preciously than winning.
Like this, Robit is a space not only for development of personal skill but also for sharing friendship, which is why I am so much dedicated in the Robit activity.

A lot of expectation for the year “2018” too
Robit started to join World Robocup Competition since last year and this is an opportunity to let the world know about Kwangwoon University. So, I will do my best together with members in preparation. My personal goal is to lead members well to have good achievement in every competition we join in 2018 in particular. I would like Robit to be known through newspapers by winning President’s Award for 6 consecutive times.

Kwangwoon University where dreams are grown
In Kwangwoon University, there are many deep rooted academic clubs at each department. Robit where I belong is a club where students who like robots and want to learn about it are gathering. As I studied my wishful subject at this club, I was much interested and could have chance to actually apply and understand what I have learned.
At first, my goal was simply to learn about robot. But now, it developed to the idea of “improving quality of life for people all over the world through robots I make.” I wish you could also come to Kwangwoon University with your own dreams and goals to achieve them in 4 years.
With Bimarang and Kwangwoon
We proceed always together

How are you? I am Cho Han Sol, president of Bimarang, 2018 PR ambassador for Kwangwoon University. Bimarang, a combined word for “Bima” (Pegasus human) and “Rang” (together) is a group belonging to PR team of External & International Division. We have 17 yearly bands from 2001 to 2017 and are waiting for “Marangi,” the 18th band who will be with us. Now, let me introduce Bimarang.

Bimarang will be there together as far as it is Kwangwoon’s affair.
Currently we are acting as PR model of university engaged in internal protocol activities, offline events for students and card news or blog online, which will be of help to students and can be shared by them. Most of all, we wear beautiful uniforms during our activities that people cannot bypass.

We always bear in mind the slogan “We are with Kwangwoon” during our activities. We think our goal is to handle protocol events smoothly that can constitute school’s image and to provide pleasure and memory for school life of students as we are together with Kwangwoon. Therefore, we Bimarang want to be wherever we can be together with Kwangwoon, for example events, PR pictures or online campaigns.

Comment that we were of help and “great help”
Not long ago, there was a big event called Association of Middle School Principals.
To serve the protocol of the event, we have prepared from morning. Soon after the event, in the evening we moved to take care of Kwangwoon University whole alumni association event. We were busy whole day from morning to evening. When the day was over, we found ourselves exhausted with sore feet as we ran here and there all day long together. However, there was a word that encouraged us who were exhausted. We heard that we were ‘of help and empowered people’. As mentioned above, we have done what we can do for Kwangwoon University. Thus, all of us felt proud of ourselves and could continue activities with more passion.

We are looking for students with “love for school”
Many students misunderstand that we are selecting only people with good appearance since PR Ambassador is for them. But it is not true. “Look at me~!” Bimarang is looking for talents who can be with Kwangwoon like our slogan not people with good appearance. That is, we think how much affection and volunteer spirit they have for school, department and friends is the most necessary virtue. And we are aware that fantasy about university life for many high school students is university PR Ambassador. Do not forget the fantasy and apply to Bimarang! We are looking for such talents with passion.
We recommend Kwangwoon confidently to you

What do you think the merits of Kwangwoon would be while you are living as a Kwangwoon student? The reason why prospective seniors recommend Kwangwoon confidently! Shall we hear from now?

University providing diverse opportunities
Kwangwoon University gives a lot of opportunities to students. There are many successful figures who grew up based on such opportunities. Robit, the robot gaming band where I belong, winning President’s Award every year, is one of them. It was all provided by the school. Good chance does not visit you often. In Kwangwoon University, you can encounter many good opportunities in various areas.

Kwon Hyuk(Robotics 12)

Nice landscape of University and amenities for students
School got prettier as Kwangwoon Square and 80th Anniversary Memorial Hall was constructed. And school is caring about students' convenience better than before. Now that public dormitory (Bitsolje) was recently built, students living far away has less burden now. Adjacent commercial area is also developing. You can enjoy a happy university life at Kwangwoon.

Choi Seon Bin(Robotics 14)

Great seniors who encourages love for school
Kwangwoon University has quite a lot of good seniors. Many department seniors comforted and cared for us and alumni also tell us helpful stories during events or speech. At those times, I feel respect for them and more affection for my school.

Cho Han Sol(Media Image 17)

University providing dream and hope
I joined Kwangwoon University through entrance exam after completing my service at army. I got on my way as an electronics engineering student which was my dream. Though I started 1 year late, I could win a government project by student startup and joined training at Silicon Valley of San Jose, United States while I took part in different programs of the university. It’s Kwangwoon University that gave me hope not worry and assistance for me to realize my dream.

Choi Whan Seok(Electronics Convergence 16)

Network that leads to startup
The most attractive point of Kwangwoon University for me who tried to initiate a startup was that it was strong historically in the area of engineering. Conversation and advices that I shared with seniors from engineering department such as large company engineer, CEO from engineer, etc. were of great help to me during my startup activities. Good network of Kwangwoon University alumni is an advantage. Also, many divisions such as Innovation Center of Engineering Education, Startup Education Center, Industry-Academy Affiliation Center are providing full support including space, money, mentoring, connection with investors, etc., which is pride and merit of our university.

Park Il Whan(Computer Software 10)

What is good with Kwangwoon Square and 80th Anniversary Memorial Hall?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group study room</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enviromable beautiful Campus</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library and Reference room</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cozy and quiet resting facility</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant with diverse food</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading-edge classroom</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Space with perfect security, etc)</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kwangwoon University
Introduction of Colleges

**Education Recipe suggested by Kwangwoon**

Here are various materials for education prepared for your future by Kwangwoon University. Those materials will turn into reliable power for you as they are served to you through diverse recipe.

Now! are you ready to relish dinner of education prepared for you?
You are to pay your passion for it! That only is enough.

**Signature menu**
College of Electronics & Information Engineering

**New Menu**
College of Software Convergence

**Traditional strong party**
College of Engineering

**Health food menu**
College of Natural Science

**Brunch Menu**
College of Humanities & Social Science

**Food for mind**
College of Policy & Law

**Global menu**
College of Business

---

**College of Electronics & Information Engineering**

Electronics & Information Engineering College of Kwangwoon University, derived from Choseon Wireless School since 1934, has developed up to new together with information & telecommunication industry of Korea and turned out more than 20,000 of excellent engineering manpower at ICT area.

Our alumni are esteemed as influential engineers at different fields at home and abroad. And as we introduced engineering certification system from the beginning and have trained students from entrance to graduation thoroughly, we are breeding up practical, creative and field- oriented engineers who are needed by industry. Particularly, through alliance with local bigger companies and leading companies abroad, we are initiatively supplying ICT industry manpower and growing them as professional engineers equipped with global sense through brisk exchange with universities worldwide.

And due to 77 excellent professors at ICT area in charge of education and research, we are proud of high ranked position at education and research. Another source of pride is high employment rate of our alumni.

---

**Main materials**

Electronics & Information Engineering Science area

- Electronic circuit and system, Hologram 3-dimension display, Photonics, Telecommunication network, Computer structure
- Circuit and system for wireless communications, System semiconductor, Microwave sensor system, Radar system
- Image and voice signal processing, Digital signal processing, Ultrasonic element and medical image, MNM
- Electronics, Solar system, Energy transformation, Energy harvest
- Semiconductor and electronic materials, Micro and nano structure element, Ceramic, New materials

ICT-based convergence technology area

- Intelligent semiconductor, Intelligent IoT, Future convergence materials
- 5G mobile telecommunication, Wearable smart device, VR contents, Healthcare system, Alternative energy system

---

**Advantage of this recipe**

- Getting a job at electronics & telecommunication company like SAMSUNG, LG, KT, SKT, etc.
- Getting a job at automobile electronics company like HYUNDAI MURTON COMPANY, HYUNDAI MOBIS, KIA MOTORS, etc.
- Acquiring a master’s or doctor's degree by entering graduate school such as Kwangwoon University, KAIST, GIST, etc.
- Getting a job at medium-sized electronic & telecommunication company in Korea
- Starting career as a government company officer or public servant

---

**Sharing menu**

- Dept. of Electronic Engineering / Dept. of Electronics and Communications Engineering / Dept. of Electronics Convergence Engineering / Dept. of Electrical Engineering / Dept. of Electronic Material Engineering / Division of Robotics (Major in Information and Control, Major in Intelligent System)
New menu to lead 4th industrial revolution

College of Software & Convergence

Software Convergence College pursues globalized software dedicated education which grows experts with practical business capability and aims at integration with other fields, that is to say, convergence. Basically, education curriculum of our university includes software and IT convergence.

However, we intend to train professional knowledge and general designing capability to fit hopeful career path through differentiated software specialization education program of Kwangwoon University for the students who are at a loss what to start with, too.

- Growing all-round core SW talents: Breeds up SW developing core talents with top class technology
- Fostering Creative and Convergent SW talents: Trains SW convergence human resources who can suggest and apply creative paradigm in each SW based application area
- Growing SW business leaders: Grows young business leaders who can play an active part all over the world based on the fresh SW design ideas

In addition, students can expect to get jobs at new industry fields that lead future convergence technology through systematic startup training.

Full-Slack Specialty education

Guarantees at least 20 projects and 80 exercise tasks per student as the problem solving education systems

Training that meets demand of industry

Operation of industry-academy affiliated SW project and industry-academy affiliated R&D project, Operation of long term and short term internship program. Startup support and incubation

Architectural education system and dual degree program with Chengdu Engineering College/MOU with Korea Institute of Industrial Technology for architectural education

Supporting training abroad and internship

Excellent students can take part in the overseas training or internship program for 6~8 weeks during junior~senior years to accumulate experience of employment, startup, and R&D. All necessary expense is supported.

Advantage of this recipe

From early 1970's, excellent seniors are working for famous Korean companies, universities and research institutes. They are giving material and emotional support to juniors. Students can get a job in diverse fields through various software related industry-academy affiliated project and internship. They can get a job at overseas companies through business oriented education programs like corroborated project with software companies or research institutes abroad.

They can enter graduate schools through R&D internships offered by graduate schools and common R&D programs between undergraduate and graduate schools, assisted by strengthened opening and cooperation between them.

In addition, students can expect to get jobs at new industry fields that lead future convergence technology through systematic startup training.

Sharing menu

School of Computer & Information Engineering (Major in Computer Engineering, Major in Information Engineering) / School of Software (Major in System Software, Major in Applied Software)/ School of Information Convergence (Major in Contents Technology, Major in Data Science)

Traditional power of engineering education

College of Engineering

Engineering College of Kwangwoon University is growing talents with global competence as well as professional manpower with basic theory and application ability through practical training and creativity focused training which aims at adaptability to field. For this, College of Engineering is training top talents in Department of Construction Engineering which is the oldest science evolved with civilization of mankind and containing newest culture of the age. Department of Chemical Engineering where traditional petrochemical and plant engineering is connected with nano bio engineering. Department of Environment Engineering which was selected as a supreme department by national evaluation from JoongAng Daily Newspaper, and Department of Architecture where capable architects are trained pursuing harmony among man, nature and buildings based on 3(U) design education goal.

Main materials

Growing SW business leaders: Grows young business leaders who can play an active part all over the world based on the fresh SW design ideas

Growing all-round core SW talents: Breeds up SW developing core talents with top class technology

Fostering Creative and Convergent SW talents: Trains SW convergence human resources who can suggest and apply creative paradigm in each SW based application area

Growing SW business leaders: Grows young business leaders who can play an active part all over the world based on the fresh SW design ideas

Advantage of this recipe

From early 1970’s, excellent seniors are working for famous Korean companies, universities and research institutes. They are giving material and emotional support to juniors. Students can get a job in diverse fields through various software related industry-academy affiliated project and internship. They can get a job at overseas companies through business oriented education programs like corroborated project with software companies or research institutes abroad.

They can enter graduate schools through R&D internships offered by graduate schools and common R&D programs between undergraduate and graduate schools, assisted by strengthened opening and cooperation between them.

In addition, students can expect to get jobs at new industry fields that lead future convergence technology through systematic startup training.

Sharing menu

School of Computer & Information Engineering (Major in Computer Engineering, Major in Information Engineering) / School of Software (Major in System Software, Major in Applied Software)/ School of Information Convergence (Major in Contents Technology, Major in Data Science)

Main materials

Chemical Engineering related areas

Process system and chemical safety, chemical engineering thermodynamics and environment-friendly materials, polymer chemistry, transfer phenomenon, biology chemistry, nano materials, energy materials, functional new materials science, bio nano engineering

Environment Engineering related areas

Waste processing, water pollution, air pollution, soil pollution, noise and vibration, environmental effects evaluation

Sharing menu

Dept. of Architectural(5 years term) / Dept. of Architectural Engineering / Dept. of Chemical Engineering / Dept. of Environmental Engineering

Enhancing employment ratio

Chemical engineering, Environment engineering, Construction engineering program-prepared for Engineering Education Accreditation / Architecture education accreditation system and dual degree program with Chengdu Engineering College / MOU with Korea Institute of Industrial Technology for Oregon training of graduate students

Internship program

Internship program to grow professional manpower for plants / Plant professional training program for Education Institute of Construction and English oriented education program for international business / Long term internship program with university credits (for senior students)

English (TOEIC) score management system by each quarter / Enhancing winning possibility at various competition by supporting small meetings inside each department / Customized support by recommending early career finding (summer vacation of seniors) / Work-study parallel system and supporting short term and long term field practice

2080 Portfolio

Growing SW business leaders: Grows young business leaders who can play an active part all over the world based on the fresh SW design ideas

Growing all-round core SW talents: Breeds up SW developing core talents with top class technology

Fostering Creative and Convergent SW talents: Trains SW convergence human resources who can suggest and apply creative paradigm in each SW based application area

Growing SW business leaders: Grows young business leaders who can play an active part all over the world based on the fresh SW design ideas

Advantage of this recipe

From early 1970’s, excellent seniors are working for famous Korean companies, universities and research institutes. They are giving material and emotional support to juniors. Students can get a job in diverse fields through various software related industry-academy affiliated project and internship. They can get a job at overseas companies through business oriented education programs like corroborated project with software companies or research institutes abroad.

They can enter graduate schools through R&D internships offered by graduate schools and common R&D programs between undergraduate and graduate schools, assisted by strengthened opening and cooperation between them.

In addition, students can expect to get jobs at new industry fields that lead future convergence technology through systematic startup training.

Sharing menu

School of Computer & Information Engineering (Major in Computer Engineering, Major in Information Engineering) / School of Software (Major in System Software, Major in Applied Software)/ School of Information Convergence (Major in Contents Technology, Major in Data Science)
Diverse knowledge nutrition food, from research to education

College of Natural Sciences

Natural Sciences College of Kwangwoon University was established on October 1, 1987 as a college of science and changed to college of natural science in 2000. It is now composed of about 1,092 undergraduate students, 56 graduate students of graduate school and 40 professors. College of Natural Science, investing massively targeting to be a world’s 10th level college, is developing into a one that pursues “21st century leading edge Natural Sciences College of Kwangwoon University is providing customer oriented diversified education services, setting its goal to breed up professional manpower equipped with international science level and competence so that it can meet trend of globalization.

Main materials

Department of Mathematics
Math research, Math education, Finance related, IT and software security, Big data related

Electro Bio Physics
Organic luminescence device, Solar battery, Low temperature plasma, High power microwave, Semiconductor-electro material property, Applied physics like plasma treatment, sterilization, growth promotion, etc.

Chemistry
Physical chemistry, Organic chemistry, Analytical chemistry, Non-organic chemistry, Biochemistry, High polymer chemistry, Nano chemistry, Electrical chemistry, etc.

Community Sports
Sports medicine, Sports management, Mass media, Counselling, Sports psychology, Sports education, Health well-being, Sports engineering, etc.

Information Contents
Information security, Information industry

Advantage of this recipe

Mathematics : Professor, Researcher, Teacher at education graduate school, Large corporations, Financial organizations, IT/Big data related industry
Electro Bio Physics : Diverse companies of semiconductor/display device/materials/equipment such as related large companies, Mid-sized multinational enterprises, etc.
Chemistry : Samsung electronics semiconductor research/technology institute, LG display, SK hytixics, Hanmi Pharm, Dong Shin Pharm, Dong-A Pharm, Cosmax, Kolmar Korea, etc.
Community Sports : Trainer, Sports journalist, Sports consultant, Hospital and Health center, Sports businessman, Sports related association and organization, etc.
Information Contents : Information security expert/Security consultant, Security controller, Vaccine developer, Security system builder and operator, Contents expert/Game, image, broadcasting, music, education, health, graphic, design, tourism

Sharing menu

Dept. of Mathematics / Dept. of Electronic & Biological Physics / Dept. of Chemistry / Dept. of Sports & Leisure Studies / Dept. of Information and Contents Science(Night course)

College of Humanities & Social Sciences

College of Humanities & Social Sciences is aiming at growing talents who will create new future and society, who can fit change to information age and who can think creatively by systematically studying and analyzing social phenomenon based on humanistic refinement. Particularly, it focuses on developing talents for literature, language, psychology, media and cultural industry among many areas.

For this, it puts emphasis on breeding up competent talents by implementing diverse action plans made with strategies like convergence with adjacent fields, differentiation to make unique tradition of Kwangwoon and informationization for future oriented development.

Advantage of this recipe

Department of Korean Language & Literature
Current career path : education job related with Korean language & literature (college professor, language teacher), reporter at press, advertisement copywriter, publishing related job (editor)
Career path related with creativity and convergence : broadcasting writer who produces various kinds of text for media (scriptwriter, drama writer, documentary writer)
Future creating expert and officer : Tri-continental (Africa, Asia, Latin America) cultural exchange expert, Tri-continental cultural contents producer

Department of English Language and Literature
Trading company, International company, English education industry, Culture, Media, Publishing, Translation, Interpretation, Tourism related industry

Department of Industrial Psychology
Marketing research, Consumer behavior research department, PR department, Advertisement agency, e-business, Web design, Various jobs related with environment design

School of Communications
Major in press : Press, Broadcasting image, Cultural contents, Information culture technology, Media policy research, Media production/distribution/analysis related various and convergence activities
Major in digital media : Companies and organizations that demand interactive contents such as app, image and UX/UI service design and digital marketing/PR
Major in strategic communication : PR expert, brand manager, marketing communication expert, policy/PR expert of public organization, advertisement and PR agency who act as negotiator or spokesperson

Division of Northeast Asia Culture Industry
-Company of cultural industry, research institute, NGO, international culture exchange officer, government officer in charge of culture administration, culture marketing expert at company, writer for traditional/digital media

Sharing menu

Dept. of Korean Language and Literature / Dept. of English Language and Literature / School of Communications(Major in Media and Information, Digital Media, Strategic Communication) / Dept. of Industrial Psychology / Division of Northeast Asian Cultural Industries(Major in Cultural Exchange, Major in Cultural Contents)
Global menu expanding to the world

College of Business

College of Business of Kwangwoon University is aiming at growing professional management manpower who can accumulate practical business capabilities through fierce competition at the age of 21st century globalization and informationization.

There are two departments: Business Administration and International Trade.

Division of Business Administration runs program to nurture experts in business management and business information.

As the professionals at business management area, it is training CPA, Licensed Tax Accountant, Certified Labor Attorney and Certified Financial Analyst.

Another merit of the department is startup based training. In the business information area, the college is growing ERP expert.

Also, education of 4th Industry Revolution related programming and diverse analytic tools are done here.

And quality of management education by the college was certified by the certification of business management education.

Division of International Trade is operating program to breed up experts for trade with China and Japan.

The college is targeting to grow talents to act as area experts by solidifying Chinese and Japanese language education.

Main materials

- Training professional management experts through implementation of business management education accreditation system
- Practical management training by operation of premium internship
- Opportunity to get international management education through student exchange program with foreign universities
- Operation of specialization program (Study group, leadership education, global challenger, etc)
- ERP expert training (SAP qualification acquisition)
- Startup oriented education
- Growing experts of Japan and China
- Nurturing global trade experts

Advantage of this recipe

- Large corporations, Public company, Mid-sized company, Financial institution, Consulting company
- Acquiring qualification for CPA or Certified Labor Attorney
- Business leader through reinforcement of startup training
- Getting a job at ICT company after getting SAP qualification
- Manufacturing companies at home and abroad, Trading companies, Financial organization, Ventures, Exhibition/Convention company, Logistics company, International organization, Public Organization, Tariff office, other diverse areas related with international business.

*Major companies where alumni is working: Hana Bank, Samsung Securities, Financial Supervisory Service, MIG Community Credit Cooperatives, Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers, EY, Samsung Electronics, Samsung C&T Corp., LG Fashion, Haitai Confectionery and Foods, NongShim, Pulmuone, Samsung Life Insurance, CJ Systems, Daewoo Information System, etc.

Sharing menu

- Division of Business Administration / Division of International Trade (Major in Korea-Japan, Major in Korea-China)

---

College of Policy & Law

College of Policy & Law is contributing to social development through nurturing expert of law and system which suffices demand from ICT centered science and technology fields where the key concept is convergence and consilience.

It is providing practical education through curriculum wherein law is converged as a clear understanding of diverse legal relations is pursued in area of administration and asset management.

Through this, it is expending the best education curriculum mixing Division of Administration where public talents who design national development direction at the age of the 4th Industrial Revolution are grown, Division of Law where differentiated law professionals are nurtured at various fields and Department of International Affairs where Northeast Asian experts are trained equipped with professionalism and communication skills.

Main materials

- **Public Administration area**
  - Major in Social Welfare and Police Criminology

- **General Law area**
  - Civil law, Constitution, Criminal law, Commerce law, Civil proceedings act, Labor law, Corporation law, Bill & Check law, Insurance law, Civil case, Constitution case, Criminal case, Commercial case

- **Area of global corporation’s legal affairs**
  - International law, International contract law, English contract, Tax law, international economy law, Animal law

- **Area of science technology legal affairs**
  - Science and technology law system, Intellectual property law, Patent law, information telecommunication law, Design protection law, Internet law, Electronic coding law, Information protection law, Copyright law

- **International affairs studies, Policy & Diplomacy, Economics, Business management, History, Social science, Anthropology, Chinese studies, Japanese studies, Chinese/Japanese language, etc.**

- **Advantage of this recipe**

- **Public Administration related areas**
  - Public servant for central government and local government, Government company, Government invested organization, Corporations, NGO, Professor, Researcher, etc.

- **Division of Law related areas**
  - Judge, Prosecutor, Attorney, Patent attorney, Labor Attorney, Officers at legal court, Police, Public officer at public company, Law firm, etc.

- **Division of International Affairs**
  - Diverse companies at home and abroad, International organizations, International NGO, Financial organization, Mass media, etc.

- **Sharing menu**
  - Dept. of Public Administration / Division of Law/Major in General Law, International Legal, Science and Technology Law / Division of International Studies/Major in Area Studies / Dept. of Assets Management Science (Night course)
Let’s experience **Kwangwoon** in advance! Let’s plan **future** now!

“What will be the best fitting career path for me?” is a common question of many high school students. To answer this, Kwangwoon University is operating diverse high school-university affiliated programs. For example, the college visits high schools and or rural towns to implement experience of majors. And high school students could visit college, listen to lectures and get mentoring for career path from seniors in college. Now, let’s experience Kwangwoon in advance and plan your own future.

### Grit Summer camp for career path exploration
- **Time:** during summer vacation of high school
- **Target:** high school students
- **Programs:**
  - Information about Kwangwoon University and 2019 admission, providing detailed information about career path through trial exam, ICT major experience activities (Robot making, Drone experience, etc.)

### Visiting event of major experience and college entrance guide
- **Time:** throughout the year
- **Target:** high school students
- **Programs:**
  - IT major experience (Robot making) program: ‘Do IT! Like IT’
  - Major experience program for Humanities dept.: ‘X-walk’
  - Kwangwoon major mixer: College fair and briefing session visiting high schools
  - Visiting professors for career path guiding: visits agreed municipality
  - Visiting college entrance consultant: visits areas short of information

### Architecture Outline program
- **Time:** every end of year (beginning of December)
- **Target:** high school students (freshman and sophomore)
- **Programs:**
  - Contents that help students to get architecture related refinement through conversation with seniors and actual experience of college classes.
Now, you be the main character and write a new Kwangwoon Story for yourself.

Dear Kwangwoon students.
To all of you, the most brilliant.

Make each moment in which you meet each other in the eyes to recognize diversity, not unilateral thought insisting on a fixed idea.

Next to You, Next to KW!
Kwangwoon University will stand by you always.

Think Kwangwoon - To the most brilliant Kwangwoon students

In the interactive eyes, not one-sided

Next to You
Kwangwoon University Magazine
2018 Vol.23